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Economists on minimum wage

As the proposed federal minimum wage goes up and up, economists
support it less and less. In January 2014, seven Nobel laureates and eight
ex-presidents of the American Economic Association signed a letter
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Is this answer helpful?

ex-presidents of the American Economic Association signed a letter
backing a federal minimum wage of $10.10 an hour by 2016, up from
$7.25.

www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-08-06/is-a-15-minimum-wage-too-high-
Is a $15 Minimum Wage Too High? - Bloomberg

Minimum wage | Economist - World News, Politics,
Economics ...
https://www.economist.com/topics/minimum-wage
Oct 25, 2017 · The Economist offers authoritative insight and opinion on international
news, politics, business, finance, science, technology and â€¦

Thinking about minimum wages, and thinking about â€¦
https://milescorak.com/2018/01/07/thinking-about-minimum-wages-and...
So in some sense a high minimum wage economy is different from a low minimum wage
economy, even if on net the overall level of employment is roughly the same. There is
longer job tenure and lower hiring, jobs are more stable, the jobs market is less dynamic.

The Economist explains South Koreaâ€™s soaring
minimum wage
https://www.economist.com/blogs/economist-explains/2017/10/...
Next year the countryâ€™s minimum wage will leap by 16.4% to 7,530 won ($6.65) an
hour, the most vigorous hike since 2000. The government wants the lowest-paid to earn
10,000 won an hour by 2020â€”a total increase of 55%.

Economists argue about minimum wages - Free exchange
https://www.economist.com/.../08/economists-argue-about-minimum-wages
In 2014 the council voted to raise the minimum wage, the hourly rate set by the state of
Washington, then $9.32, to $11 an hour from April 2015, followed by further rises, to $13
in January 2016 and $15 in January this year.

The Economist explains South Koreaâ€™s soaring
minimum wage
https://www.economist.com/.../10/25/south-koreas-soaring-minimum-wage
The Economist explains South Koreaâ€™s soaring minimum wage. The government
plans to raise the minimum wage 55% above its present level

Does a minimum wage raise hurt workers? Economists
say: â€¦
www.latimes.com/.../hiltzik/...the-minimum-wage-20150922-column.html
Sep 22, 2015 · Of course, that's an argument in favor of raising the minimum wage, since
what it tells us is that there's no discernible downside to providing low-wage workers with
a boost from the current federal minimum of $7.25 an hour. And there's hardly question
that it would help them.

Is the minimum wage a good thing, economically ... -
Quartz
https://qz.com/1034952
Economics suggests the minimum wage is a bad idea. The job market, according to
elementary economics, is like any other market. It works best if wages are set by
supply and demand, not by any other factor, like government rules.

Minimum wage bump means $1,500 more a year for low
â€¦
www.thestar.com › News › GTA
Assuming a low-wage earner works 37.5 hours a week, a $1 increase in the minimum
wage would mean an extra $1,950 a year before taxes â€” leaving them about $1,500
richer than they would be under Fordâ€™s plan.

Minimum wage - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minimum_wage_economics
Minimum wage rates vary greatly across many different jurisdictions, not only in setting a
particular amount of moneyâ€”for example $7.25 per hour ($14,500 per year) under certain
US state laws (or $2.13 for employees who receive tips, which is known as the tipped
minimum wage), $11.00 in the US state of Washington, or £7.83 (for those aged 25+) â€¦

History · Minimum wage laws · Economic models · Empirical studies
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Why raising the minimum wage is good for the economy?



Why would raising minimum wage be bad?



What is minimum wage?
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